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detector constituting the instant invention also utilizes a 
3,229,102 photoinetrical ~rinciple of operation; however, as will be- 
RADIATION DIRECTION DETECTOR I N e E m m G  come evident hereinafter, the sensor of the present inven- 
MEANS FOR COMPENSfnTfN FOR PHOTOCELL tion possesses an increased wide-angle capture capability 
AGrnG 
Paul R. Spencer, Ter., Seymour salmirs, H ~ ~ ~ ~ .  "nd a higher fine or pointing sensitivity- m e  detector 
ton, Va., and Ernit F. G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  J ~ . ,  ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  Tex,, herein disclosed also eliminates the absolute necesCity for 
lo cniled §tales of america as rppresnbd shielding means as employed in the above cited homing 
by the Adminiskator of the Nafional Aeronautics and system, together with the attendant design limitations in 
Space Adminishation weight and bulk; although, shielding means are employed 
Filed May 31,1962, Ser. No. 199,202 10 in alternative embodiments of the instant invention to fur- 
6 Claims. (C1. 250-203) ther increase the fine pointing sensitivity. 
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), set. 266) Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a new and improved radiation direction detector. 
The invention described herein may be manufactured Another object of the instant invention is to provide a 
and used by or for the Government of the United States 15 novel detector having both a wide angle capture capa- 
of America for governmental Purposes without the my- bility and a fine pointing sensitivity combined in a single 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. unit. This invention relate5 generally to a radiation direction A further object of the present invention is to provide a 
detector, and more particularly to a solar sensor for pro- solar sensor in which the effects of reflected solar radia- 
viding an electrical signal that is proportional to the angle 20 tion from nearby planetary bodies are eliminated. 
of incidence between the solar disk and a reference axis A still further object of the instant invention is to pro- 
on the sensor. vide a sensor having a drift compensator for correcting 
Present day space operations Present numerous require- errors which may occur after prolonged operation of the 
ments for a solar orientation System. The wide range of sensor due to asymmetrical aging of the sensor's trans- 
space missions requiring solar orientation may be broadly 25 ducing elements. 
placed in the two categories of solar applications and solar The foregoing and other significant objects are attained 
research. The applications would include solar energy in the instant invention by the provision of a solar sensor 
converters such as parabolic reflecting concentrators and wherein a plurality of planar photocel~s are positioned on 
solar cell batteries, which may power either an entire a flat base, and inclined at large, equal angles thereto. 
space vehicle or a certain portion of one. In addition to 30 The plurality of photocells are also eqniangularfy arranged 
providing an economical and accessible source of energy about a reference axis extending perpendicularly to the 
for a space operation of long-time duration, the solar disk sensor base. ~h~ basic principle of operation of the 
is a convenient beacon for space navigation. Still an- sensor is that the illumination of a flat surface is directly 
other solar property which may some day be utilized is p,prtional to the cosine of the angle of incidence. 
the solar radiation pressure, for which solar sails have 33 l-herefore, when the incident solar radiation is parallel to 
been proposed as low-thrust vehicles. the sensor reference axis, the cells are equally illuminated 
Solar research projects which are of immediate concern and produce equal potentials if their output 
would include a study of the solar energy spectrum in signals are matched. The photocells are connected in a bands that are inaccessible below the Earth's atmosphere. 40 battery-bridge circuit for or of the 
In addition to satellite insolation measurement and con- cell output signals. when the solar sensor is aligned to- 
trol, a solar-oriented satellite could monitor the solar con- ward the center of the solar disk, there will be no current 
stant to furnish invaluable data for terrestrial heat balance through the center branch of the bridge, which provides 
studies. A solar-oriented telescope could yield informa- the input signal to the control system of the vehicle. ~ f ,  
tion on sun spots, flares, and other aspects of the solar q5 however, the incident radiation forms an angle with the 
atmosphere. sensor reference axis, then the more illuminated cell will 
A solar sensor, such as described herein, serves to orient produce an electrical signal through the center of the 
missions in space by providing a Space vehicle control bridge; the signal will increase in intensity with increas- 
system with an electrical signal that is proportional to ing error and will reach a maximum when the in- 
the angle of incidence between the Sun and a reference 60 cident radiation becomes perpendicular to the more ilia- 
axis on the space vehicle to be oriented. The control sys- mlnated cell. 
tem would then amplify this signal to obtain the magni- The sensitivity of the sensor of the instant invention is 
tude and sense of reaction torque required for vehicle significantly increased for small angles of incidence, 
alignment with respect to the bolar disk. through the addition of an opaque shield positioned be- 
A few detectors, or sensor& have been designed Pre- gg tween the plurality of planar photocells at the apex 
viourly, and although these existing designs are adequate thereof, and extending parallel to the reference axis. for some types of solar applications, more stringent de- The shadow cast by the opaque shield on the leswr illu- 
mands must be met in regard to prolonged reliability and minated photocell effects a significant gain in pre- 
pointing sensitivity. Consideration must also be given to cision for small angles ktween the sensor reference axis 
other factors such as initial acquisition of the solar disk, 60 and the direction of solor radiation. silicon solar cells 
endurance, power consumption, economy, sim- are utilized as the planar transducing elements of the 
plicity, and ease of fabrication. sensor to provide the sensor with sufficient capability to 
One example of prior art is shown in U.S. Patent No. the hazards of a space environment. 
2,969,018, wherein a photometrical system is utilized in In a further embodiment of the instant invention, the 
conjunction with a homing missile. This exemplar patent 65 solar sensor has been modified to eliminate the effects on 
may be seen a plurality of photocells orthogo- the sensor of reflected solar radiation from nearby plane- 
nally arranged in a plane normai lo the missile axis, opti- tary bodies, sllch as the earth. -iihis is accompiished 
cally shielded from each other by opaque sheets having a through the addition of a second or capturing sensor posi- 
line of intersection coincident with the missile axis. The tioned concentricalIy about the inner or fine sensor dis- 
signals from the cells are compared and appropriate forces 70 cussed above. A switch-operating photocell is located 
applied to the missile control surfaces to turn the missile within the inner or fine sensor. When the photocell 
toward the target Line of sight. The radiation direction operated switch is actuated by the incident radiation, the 
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outer or capturing sensor is electrically disconnected from 8=0, the cells are equally illuminated and produce equal 
the bridge control circuit. The outer sensor then serves potentials if their electrical characteristics are matched. 
only to shield the inner or fine sensor from refiected radi- When both cells are illuminated: 
ation. AI=Z,,,[cos (a-8)-cos (a+@)] (0<8<90°--a) 
It  has been found that if a satellite mission utiliting 5 
solar orientation requires prolonged pointing with reason- when one cell is illuminated: 
able accuracy, there must be provided a means to cor- AI=I,,, cos (a-8) (90'-a<8<90°$-a) 
rect for photocell aging; i.e., the decrease in photocell 
output voltage that occurs with time. This decrease neither is 
would result in a drift of the zero position of the sensor 10 A I = o ( ~ > ~ o " + z )  
circuit, if the aging did not occur symmetrically for the The cells are connected in a battery-bridoe circuit, 
cells. To compensate for this drift, a bright A.C. oper- shown in FIG. 2. The circuit Is includes bala:cing resis- 
ated light is mounted on the forward end of the sensor. tors 20 and 22 for initially matching the branch cumen& The light is then flashed evenly cnto the inclined, silicon 
when the characteristics of the photocells 12, 
solar cells a t  widely separated time intervals, by reflecting 15 14 are not identical. These resistors 20, 22 may also the beam from a half-silvered mirror mounted in front of be varied in magnitude so as to balance the flow 
the flashing light. The A.C. component of the detected i n  the bridge with the sensor pointed at any desired 
light signal due to any unbalance of the cell outputs, is to the sun, instead of in alignInent therewith. then separated, amplified, and used to control ~ ~ v o - m e -  when the reference axis N of t,he solar sensor is aligned 
chanically a potentiometer which changes the balance of 20 towards the of the solar disk, the 12, the bridge circuit to its original zero position. 14 are equally illuminated and there will be no current 
A more complete appreciation of the invention and flow through the center branch 19 of the battery-bridge 
many of the attendant advantages thereof will be readily circuit. will be seen from FIG. 2. that the center branch 
apparent as the same becomes better understood by refer- 19 provides an input signal to the control system for a 
ence to the following detailed description when con- 25 space vehicle. If, however, the incident radiation forms 
sidered in connection with the accompanying drawings, ;,n angle with the N, then 
wherein: the more illuminated of the photocells 12, 14 will produce 
FIG. 1 is an elevational view of the solar sensor of the an electrical signal through the center branch 19 of the 
instant invention, illustrating its photometrical principle bridge .  hi^ signal will increase in intensity with increas- 
of operation; ing error angle 8 and will reach a maximunl when the 
FIG. 2 is a diagram of the electrical circuit for the incident radiation becomes perpendicular to the more 
solar sensor of FIG. 1; illuminated photocell. It should be noted that when 8 
FIG. 3 is a view similar to FIG. 1, showing an embodi- reverses in sense, the signal to the vehicle control system 
ment of the invention wherein an opaque shield is in- 35 ,imilarly reverses polarity. 
corporated in the sensor; An important requirement for a solar sensor is that it 
FIG. 4 is a graphical presentation illustrating the ef- be capable of reliable long-time in a space en- 
fects of a shield on the sensitivity of the sensor accord- vironment. Among the hazards likely to be encountered 
ing to the instant invention; are severe particle and electromagnetic radiation, vacuum 
FIGS. 5a-5b illustrate, in perspective and plan view po cpnditions, and nlicrometeor bombardment An investiga- 
respectively, another embodiment of the instant invention tlon of photosensitive devices leads to the selection 
wherein two-degree-of-freedom orientation is obtained; silicon solar cells as the photocells most capable of pro- 
FIG. 6 illustrates schematically a two-level sensor ac- viding sustained, reliable in a space environ- 
cording to the invention wherein the effects of reflected ment. n e r e  are several reasons for preferring silicon 
radiation may be eliminated; cells over other photosensitive devices, the most significant 
FIG. 7 is a diagram of the electrical circuit for the 45 of which is the high ratio of electrical power output to 
two-level sensor of FIG. 6; incident solar power input. Silicon solar cells have been 
FIG. 8 is a schematic view of the sensor of the instant found to have a conversion efficiency of approximately 
invention combined with a drift compensator; and 1 1 9 6 ,  which is superior to the efficiency of other usable 
FIG. 9 is a block diagram of the drift compensator converting devices. The silicon spectral response also 
circuit of the invention. 50 compares very favorably to other known energy convert- 
Referring ~ ~ o w  to the drawings, wherein like reference ing devices. This relatively high conversion ability serves 
numerals designate identical or corresponding parts to minimize the equipment required to  process the sensor 
throughout the several views, the sensor 11 of the present electrical signal; equipment which would introduce addi- 
invention is illustrated, FIGS. 1 and 2, as comprising a tional weight and failure possibility. 
pair of planar transducing elements, photocells 12, 14, 55 Silicon solar cells have proven capable of reliable opera- 
positioned on a sensor base 16 and inclined at equal tion in a space environment. This was shown by the first 
oblique angles a thereto. The sensor reference axis N successful Vanguard Satellite, 1958 beta, whose photo- 
extends perpendicularly to base 16 and passes through the cells have operated for an extended period. In addition 
apex of cells 12, i4. 8 designates the angle formed be- to this satellite experiment, laboratory tests on the effects 
tween axis N and an arbitrarily chosen direction of solar 60 of radiation upon silicon solar cells have been performed. 
radiation. The basic operating principle of the sensor is The test cells were subjected to ultra-violet light, X-rays, 
that the illumination of a flat surface is directly propor- gamma-rays, electrons, protons, and alpha particles, both 
tional to the cosine of the angle of incidence @. in air and in vacuum. Based on existing knowledge of 
For the condition space radiation, the expected cell lifetime is many years. 
0<@<90°-a 65 The lifetime of the cells may be further increased by pro- 
. . 
the illumination of cell 12 is given by viding protection means, such as windows of highly resis- tant fused silica, for the cells. 
I ~ ~ = I m l t x  COS B I ( B I = ~ + ~ >  A significant gain in pointing sensitivity for the sensor 
and likewise for cell 14 ef FIG. ! can be realized through !he addition of a 
70 shading or light shielding means, as shown in FIG. 3. 
z ~ ~ = I ~ ~ ~  cos pz($z=a-8) An opaque shield 24 is disposed between photocells 12, 
where i,,, is the illumination of cell 14 when 14 at the apex thereof, and extends along reference axis 
8=u N. i t  may be seen, qualitatively at least, that the sh;tdow 
i t  may be seen that for the case when the incident solar cast. by the shield 24 upon photocell 12 of FIG. 3 will 
radiation is parallel to reference axis N, the case when 7. j  cause a greater difference in illuminated photocell area 
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than in the unshielded sensor, and therefore a larger outer or  capturing sensor unit 38, 39 of the circuit when 
sensor electrical output signal for small error angle 0. the incident radiation strikes the cell 40. Subsequently. 
It may bc further noted that the addition of an  opaque the inner sensor unit 30, 37 solely o p r a t e s  the control 
shield to the solar sensor, a t  the expense of a .  small in- system and the sensor 35 has no reflected radiation error, 
crease in weight and bulk, does not reduce the wide angle 6  due to its restricted field of view; the now inoperative 
capture capability of the sensor; thus providing in a s inde outer, capturing sensor itnit 38. 39 serving only to shield 
unit a sensor which has both wide angle capture capability the inner fine sensor unit 36, 37 from the effects of re- 
and a high pointing sensitivity for sniall angles. flected radiation. 
The effect of adding a shield to the sensor of FIG. 1 is A further proposed method, not shown, for greatly 
graphically illustrated in  FIG. 4 wherein the error angle reducing or eliminating the reflected sunlight e:.or ~voi!iii 
0 is plotted against the sensor oulput, or  difference in cell be to decrease the sensitivity of the external scn5or unit 
illumination. The plotted values were derived from a 38, 39 of FIG. 6, and to connect the inner and outer 
sensor wherein the base anale a of  the photocells was sensors in parallel. Once capture of the radiation source 
80"; shield length equaled 5"; and the solar cells were is attained, the interior sensor unit 36, 37 exerts a greater 
1" square. Referring t o  FIG. 4, it may be seen that for 15 influence on the signal so that the reflected sunlight error 
small error angles 6 the shielded sensor has a much steeper is at  least diminished. 
slope then the unshielded, thereby giving a higher sen- If a space mission employing the sensor of the instant 
sitivity for the small error angles. invention requires prolonged pointing with reasonable 
The sensors of FIGS. 1 and 3 described above are accuracy, there should be provided a means to correct 
single-degree-of-freedom sensors. The embodiment of 20 for photocell aging, which is the decrease in cell output 
FIG. 5 il!ustrates a two-degree-of-freedom sensor in ac- voltage that occurs with time. This decrease would re- 
cordance wtih the instant invention. T o  obtain two- sult in a drift of the zero position of the sensor bridge 
degree-of-freedom orientation, a second pair of photocells circuit if the aging did not occur symmetrically for the 
must be provided, the second set of cells being rotated paired cells. A system for compensating for  the drift, 
orthogonally to the first set. The sensor 25, FIG. 5, com- 25 when this becomes necessary, is shown schematically in 
prises a first pair of planar photocells 26, 28, and a sec- FIGS. 8 and 9. 
ond pair of planar photocells 30, 32, rotated orthogonally The system comprises a bright A.C. operated light 54, 
thereto. The photocells 26, 28, 30, and 32 are of a tri- mounted on the upper end of the sensor 51, and a half- 
angular shape so  as to produce a greater change of illu- silvered mirror 52 mounted in front of the light to reflect 
xinated area per unit angular deviation of the incident 30 a flashing light beam evenly onto all of the photocells 
radiation. and consequentially a greater sensor sensitivity. 56 at widely separated time intervals. The A.C. com- 
A four-sided shield member 34 extends parallel t o  the ponent of the detected light beam, due to any unbalance 
reference axis N of the sensor 25. The opposing photo- of the cell output, can then be separated, amplified, and 
cell outputs of sensor 25 may be matched and compared used to servo-mechanically control a potentiometer 58 
in a bridge circuit, not shown, analogous t o  the electrical 35 to change the balance of the bridge circuit to its original 
circuit of FIG. 2. zero position. 
Since the sensor described in FIGS. 1 t o  5 above is FIG. 9 illustrates in block diagram the compensating 
utilized for the dual purpose of initial capture and fine circuit for each pair of cells 56 and includes: a timer 60 
sensing, a probable cause of error which must be taken for actuating the light power supply 62 and the amplifier 
into consideration is that due to solar radiation reflected 40 power supply 64, a coupler 66 for  separating out the 
from other planetary bodies, such as the Earth. The A.C. signal component due to cell unbalance, an  ampli- 
solar sensor of the instant invention has an extremely wide fier 68, a rectifier 70, and a D.C. motor 72 for position- 
field of v:ew. and therefore is capable of viewing two ing potentiometer 58 to restore the original circuit bal- 
light sources simultaneously. M7hen this occurs, the sen- ance. As described above with respect t o  FIG. 2, resis- 
sor would tend to point the control sys:em away from the 45 tors 20, 22 serve to initially match the photocell outputs 
reference source in the direction of the interfering souroe, to balance the bridge circuit. 
the angular error being related to the angular separation In  operation of the drift corrector, it is anticipated that 
of the two sources and their relative intensities. the light 54 may be required to  flash for only one second 
In FIG. 6 ,  a further embodiment of the solar sensor of time a t  weekly intervals, a t  a frequency of approxi- 
of the instant invention is shown wherein the effects of 60 mately 800 cycles per second. Although this method of 
reflected solar radiation are eliminated. The two-level drift compensation introduces moving parts which could 
sensor 35, as shown in FIG. 6, includes an inner o r  point- invite system failure, should the compensator fail for 
ing sensor unit comprised of cells 35, 37 positioned on  some unforeseen reason, it would remain on its last set- 
sensor baze 42, and inclined at a large angle thereto. An ting, thereby causing no greater total error than would 
outer or  capturing sensor unit coniprised of cells 38, 39 63  result from asymmetrical cell aging after failure of the 
is positioned concentrically about the inner sensor unit compensator. 
36, 37, and is inclined at an equal angle to base 42. An As a result of the instant invention, it is evident that 
inner sensitivity increasing opaque shield 44 extends par- a radiation direction detector having a minimum of deli- 
allel to the sensor ;isi.; N ,  and ;in outcr opaque shield 46 cate o r  moving parts has been provided, combining both 
for sensor unit 38. 39 is poiitioned concentrically there- 60 a wide angle capture capability and a high pointing sen- 
abor~i.  A photoccii 40 is pmilioned within inner sensor sitivity into a single unit. Further, in other aspects of 
unit 36, 37 on senzor ba\e 42 for actuating switch means the invention, the adverse effects on the solar sensor of 
for selectively rendering the outer sensor unit 38, 39 in- reflected solar radiation, and of asymmetrical photocell 
operable. as will be discuszed below. It will he noted aging. have been largely eliminated. 
that the inner and outer sensor units of the embodiment 63 Although the radiation direction detector of the instant 
of FIG. 6 have been illustrated as comprising single pairs invention has been described with reference to its use 
of cells 36-37, 38-39, for purposes of sirnp!icity; how- as a solar sensor, the principle of operation of the detec- 
ever it is l o  be understood that these sensor units would tor may also be used to detect the direction of other 
preferably include second pairs of cells arranged in the sources of electro-magnetic radiation, whether in the 
manner of the two-riegree-of-freedom sensor OF FIG,  5 70 infrared, visible, o r  uttraviojet re-e,niorrs of the spectrum. 
above. Further, in addition to its previously described role in 
The inner and outer senzoi tinits ;Ire interconnected space technology, commercial uses of  the instant inven- 
in an electrical circuit 48. as illustrated in FIG. 7. A tion might include orientation of solar cookers, furnaces, 
switch 50, such as a switching transistor o r  a relay, is and other terrestrial devices which collect s o b r  radiation 
interposed in circuit 48 to electrically disconnect the 75 for conversion to electricity o r  heat. 
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Obviously many modifications and variations of the for applying a correc~ional signal to said balancing po- 
present invention are possible in the light of the above tentiometer corresponding to said A.C. component, there- 
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within by restoring said circuit to a bnlanced position. 
the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be 5. A radiation direction detector having a reference 
practiced otherwise than as specifically described. 5 axis for orienting the detector with respect to a radialion 
What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by sotlrce comprising: a plurality of planar photocells dis- 
Letters Patent of the United States is: poged about and inclined at  equal oblique angles to the 
1. A solar sensor having a reference axis for orienting detector reference axis for detecting incident radiation, 
the sensor with respect to the solar disk comprising: a the apex of said inclined photocells pointing along :;aid 
first plurality of planar photocells inclined at equal angles axis in the direction of said radiation source; shield ,neclns 
about the sensor reference axis for detecting incident positioned at the a p x  of said inclined photocells and es- 
radiation; a second plurality of  planar photocells inclined tending parallrl to said dettctor refercncc axis for casting 
at  equal angles about the sensor reference axis for de- a shadow on certain of said photocells when said incident 
tecting incident radiation; said second plurality of photo- radiation is not parallel to said reference axis, thereby in- 
cells being spaced outwardly of and positioned concen- 1,j creasing the photocell illumination difference and the de- 
trically about said first plurality of photocells and serving tector sensitivity for small angler of incidence; and a n  
to shield said first plurality of photocells from the effects electrical circuit interconnecting said plurality of photo- 
o f  solar radiation reflected from. other planetary bodies; cells for providing an electrical signal proportional to the 
and electrical circuit means interconnecting said first and angle formed between incident radiation from the radia- 
second plurality of photocells for providing an electrical 20 tion source and said detector reference axis. 
signal proportional to the angle formed between incident 6. A radiation direction detector as defined in claim 5, 
radiation from the solar disk and the sensor reference wherein said plurality of planar photocells consists of two 
axis. pairs of photocells, one pair of photocells being rotated 
2. A solar sensor as defined in claim 1, and wherein orthogonally to the other. 
said electl-ical circuit means further includes a switch for 25 
electrically disconnecting said second plurality of photo- References Cited by the Examiner 
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